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ABSTRACT: Heat is an inexhaustible source of energy, and it can be
exploited by thermoelectronics to produce electrical power or electrical
responses. The search for a low-cost thermoelectric material that could
achieve high efficiencies and can also be straightforwardly scalable has
turned significant attention to the halide perovskite family. Here, we
report the thermal voltage response of bismuth-based perovskite
derivates and suggest a path to increase the electrical conductivity by
applying chalcogenide doping. The films were produced by drop-
casting or spin coating, and sulfur was introduced in the precursor
solution using bismuth triethylxanthate. The physical−chemical analysis
confirms the substitution. The sulfur introduction caused resistivity
reduction by 2 orders of magnitude, and the thermal voltage exceeded 40 mV K−1 near 300 K in doped and undoped bismuth-based
perovskite derivates. X-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy, and grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering were employed to
confirm the structure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, elemental analysis, scanning electron microscopy, and energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy were employed to study the composition and morphology of the produced thin films. UV−visible absorbance,
photoluminescence, inverse photoemission, and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopies have been used to investigate the energy
band gap.

1. INTRODUCTION
Halide perovskites can be assembled into bulk materials
containing low-dimensional units.1 The term perovskite is
reserved for materials with an ABX3 stoichiometry consisting of
a three-dimensional arrangement of connected metal halide
octahedra, while, here, we will refer to compounds containing
A cations, B metals, and X halides that deviate from this
structure as halide perovskite derivates, such as the Bi-based
compounds.2−5 When they are set in the A3Bi2X9 config-
uration, they are typically arranged in two- and zero-
dimensional structures. In vacancy-ordered derivates (e.g.,
Rb3Bi2I9 and K3Bi2I9), bismuth cations occupy 2/3 of the B
sites, so the vacancies are aligned along a single plane, forming
a two-dimensional layer of bismuth iodide octahedra. On the
other hand, when monovalent cations, such as Cs+, CH-
(NH2)2+, or CH3NH3

+, occupy the A site, the elements are
placed in a zero-dimensional hexagonal structure, isolating the
[Bi2I9]3− dimers.1,4,5 Low-dimensional perovskite derivates are
increasingly attracting the interest of applied research, first of
all for their chemical stability and low toxicity6,7 and then
because the phenomena resulting from charge confinement
open new frontiers for technologies such as photovoltaics,
photodetectors, LEDs, lasing, capacitors, memristors, thermo-
electrics, and sensors.4,5

For instance, much of the energy we produce as a society
ends up as high- or low-grade waste heat, which could be
recovered since a temperature difference can create electrical
power by exploiting the physical phenomenon called thermo-
electricity.8 The thermoelectric conversion efficiency is related
to the figure of merit zT = (S2 σ)T/k of the thermoelectric
material used (wherein T is the temperature, k and σ are the
thermal and electrical conductivity, respectively, and S is the
Seebeck coefficient).9 Therefore, materials with low thermal
conductivity and high Seebeck coefficient, or high thermal
voltage, are good candidates for efficient thermoelectric
applications.10−13 Halide perovskites have already been proven
to have ultralow thermal conductivity and good Seebeck
coefficients, but they have a low zT due to their high electrical
resistivity.1,11,13−16 However, research in the field is accelerat-
ing thanks to computational predictions of zT exceeding 1
(even up to 2.6 at suitable doping concentrations),17−19 to the
experimental demonstrations of zT > 0.1,15,20,21 to their
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straightforward processability, and to the tunable composition.
Moreover, it is known that top-down material nanostructuring
can be used to reduce the thermal conductivity through
increased phonon scattering at the grain boundaries and
increase the Seebeck coefficient since it is determined by the
sharpness of the density of states near the Fermi level (it is
maximized when the energy levels are discrete).10,22 The
thermal conductivity of halide perovskites can be reduced as
the dimensionality decreases and as the stoichiometry deviates
from ABX3: thermal conductivity of 0.53 W m−1 K−1 was
measured in the 3D phase of CsPbCl3, 0.40 W m−1 K−1 in 2D
CsPb2Cl5, and 0.30 W m−1 K−1 in 0D Cs4PbCl6.

23 An even
lower value, 0.23 W m−1 K−1, has been reported in
(CH3NH3)3Bi2I9 (MABiI), a quasi-0D perovskite belonging
to the vacancy ordered family.24 Long et al. registered a
thermal voltage of 2.6 mV K−1 and thermal conductivity of
0.21 W m−1 K−1 in MABiI pellets.11 However, the resistivities
reported until today in most halide perovskite and derivative
systems are too high to reach the predicted zT. As extrinsic
doping can enhance the electrical conductivity in the 3D halide
perovskite,16 bismuth triethylxanthate, Bi(xt)3, has been used
as an effective dopant for MABiI,11,25,26 partially substituting Bi
with S. Authors reported carrier mobility of 2.3 cm2 V−1 s−1

and carrier concentrations of about 1021 cm−3 in sulfur-doped
(CH3NH3)3Bi2I9 (S.MABiI) thin films.25

In this context, we studied the thermal voltage in bismuth-
based perovskite-derivative thin films, and the beneficial halide
substitution with chalcogens has been proven and explained.
Since the thermal voltages generated in our films are so large,
they cannot be purely attributed to a Seebeck effect. Despite
scaling with the temperature difference in the same way as a
Seebeck voltage, the more general term of “thermal voltage” is
used in this report since its origin is likely different. MABiI was

studied by producing thin films by drop-casting or spin
coating, and the halide substitution with sulfur has been
demonstrated. The thermovoltage registered was remarkable as
well as the decrease in resistivity gained upon sulfur
substitution. The impact on the optoelectronic properties
and the charge confinement has been clarified, and a model
suggested.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The crystal structure of S.MABiI and MABiI films, produced
by drop-casting, showed hexagonal symmetry belonging to the
P63/mmc space group, as confirmed by XRD (Figure
1a).25,27−31 The main diffraction plain is (006) in both
samples. In MABiI, the (00l) planes dominate the XRD
spectrum, while (h0l) peaks are also significant in S.MABiI,
indicating a less oriented polycrystalline structure than the
undoped compound. Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1b)
confirms that the [Bi2I9]3− octahedra are bonded to the
CH3NH3

+ cations.7,26,31 The peak at 116 cm−1 in the MABiI
spectrum shifts to 120 cm−1 in S.MABiI, where a peak arises at
108 cm−1. This has previously been reported in sulfur-doped
MABiI samples,26 and it is related to the sulfur inclusion in the
structure. To confirm the crystalline structures and texturing of
the films, grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) was performed on films prepared by spin coating,
which are suitable to be studied with this technique due to
their low roughness. Figure 1c shows the MABiI 2D images:
the positions of the diffraction signals fit, within the
experimental errors, those corresponding to the bulk hexagonal
phase (space group P63/mmc).

32 Furthermore, the intensity
distribution along the Debye rings allows us to establish that
the film consists of randomly distributed crystallites with c axis
preferentially oriented perpendicular to the substrate but

Figure 1. (a) XRD and (b) Raman spectra of sulfur-doped, S.MABiI, and undoped MABiI layers (raw data in Raman depicted as dots, fitting with
straight lines and deconvoluted peaks by curves with the filled area) produced by drop-casting (to have thick samples, so defined diffractions with
high intensity) on FTO-coated glass; grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) patterns of (c) MABiI and (d) S.MABiI thin film
deposited by spin coating (to have flat samples, so defined diffractions not influenced by the surface morphology) on FTO-coated glass.
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randomly oriented in the plane of the substrate (symmetric
distribution around the vertical direction, qz). Similarly, a 2D-
GIWAXS image is presented for S.MABiI confirming the space
group P63/mmc. Therefore, the structural analysis indicates
that the iodine substitution with sulfur strains the structure
within the tolerance factor of the P63/mmc space group. A
representation of the crystalline structure of MABiI is reported
in Figure S1, showing the unit cell in all three directions, along
the c axis, and a supercell 2 × 2 × 2.
Analysis of XPS spectra helped confirm the elemental

composition. Peaks corresponding to C, N, Bi, I, and S can be
identified in the XPS survey spectra of S.MABiI and MABiI
(Figure 2a). Multiple other elements can be ascribed to the
soda-lime glass substrate (labeled in orange in Figure 2a): the
large sampling area (1 mm diameter), pinholes in the film, and
ion beam etching explain the substrate’s significant contribu-

tion. High-resolution core-level C, N, I, and Bi spectra are
presented in Figure 2b−e. The C 1s spectrum (Figure 2b)
shows the expected two components, one from the C−C bond
at 284.5 eV and the other from the C−N at 286 eV. The N 1s
spectrum (Figure 2c) is deconvoluted into two spectral
contributions: the single-bonded nitrogen with carbon atoms
(N−C) around 400 eV, and the peak at 402 eV attributed to
the amide group −NH3

+ in CH3NH3
+.7,33−36 I 3d3/2 at 631 eV

and I 3d5/2 at 619 eV (Figure 2d) are attributed to I−. Bi 4f and
S 2p peaks overlap, but a small S 2p signal at ∼162 eV on the
larger Bi 4f peak in the S.MABiI sample can be ascribed to the
sulfur contribution. Figure 2e displays the spectral deconvo-
lution and the raw data: Bi 4f5/2 is set at 164 eV and Bi 4f7/2, at
159 eV, indicating that bismuth is in the Bi3+ state, following
the reported literature.7,25,35,37 In the S.MABiI Bi 4f spectrum
(Figure 2e), the two spectral contributions from 2p3/2 and S

Figure 2. (a) XPS survey spectra of the sulfur-doped S.MABiI and undoped MABiI films produced by drop-casting in a nitrogen-filled glovebox on
soda-lime glass. XPS high-resolution core-level spectra, related to sulfur-doped S.MABiI and undoped MABiI layers produced by drop-casting in a
nitrogen-filled glovebox on soda-lime glass for (b) C 1s, (c) N 1s, (d) I 3d, and (e) Bi 4f (Raw data depicted as dots, fitting with straight lines and
deconvoluted peaks by curves with the filled area).
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2p1/2 can be identified at 161.8 and 162.3 eV,26 confirming
sulfur inclusion in the structure. A slight I 3d and Bi 4f peak
shift to lower energy is registered in S.MABiI compared to the
undoped samples. This could be ascribed to the sulfur
inclusion in the structure. Sulfur contents in S.MABiI have
been revealed by CHNS elemental analysis (0.61 wt %), which,
evaluating the percentage of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
sulfur, also confirms the MABiI molecular formula. The
agreement with the calculated values listed in Table 1 is
excellent. The chalcogenide has substituted the halide for 1.1%
of its amount.
Sulfur inclusion impacted the morphology of the films

(Figure 3a,b) with S.MABiI containing elongated grains in

addition to the typical hexagonal structures visible in MABiI
films and confirming the observation by structural analysis,
indicating the existence of multiple crystallite orientations in
S.MABiI films compared to a single preferred orientation in
MABiI films. Revealing the sulfur presence by EDS was
challenging (Figure 3c) due to the low iodine substituted
amount (1.1%). A small shoulder where the sulfur signal
should be found was the only hint of sulfur because Bi hides
the S levels. EDS raw data are displayed in Figure S2
(S.MABiI) and Figure S3 (MABiI).
On the other hand, the sulfur substitution was evident by

optical inspection since MABiI films are bright red and
S.MABiI films are brown (Figure S4). Since the drop-casted
layers are composed of large crystals, transmittance spectra
were highly affected by scattered light, so instead of evaluating
the optical bandgap from the Tauc plot,38 we employed the

Kubelka−Munk function (Figure 4a),39 which takes into
account only the sample reflectivity. The bandgap is reduced

by 0.4 eV upon sulfur doping.25,26 Photoluminescence (PL)
measurements (Figure 4a) were performed and confirmed
charge confinement in MABiI: the Stokes shift and the
parasitic peaks, typical of cascade excitation, have already been
reported with laser sources of 375 and 450 nm.40 We prove the
same effect exciting at 483 nm (Figure 4a), measuring a Stokes
shift of 0.5 eV. Also, the parasitic peaks have been observed
with energies (0.10 eV) comparable to those reported in the
literature (0.13 eV),40 suggesting photon reabsorption and re-
emission. These emissions are typically seen in heavy
scintillators.41−43 The finding should be deeply investigated
to be exploited in sensing. S.MABiI, on the other hand, has a
negligible Stokes shift, even if the parasitic peaks are still
present. The level where recombination happens is probably

Table 1. Calculated Mass Fraction of C, H, N, and S in MABiI and S.MABiI in (CH3NH3)3I9−xSx

sample C (wt %) H (wt %) N (wt %) S (wt %) molecular formula, (CH3NH3)3I9−xSx
MABiI 2.94 1.16 2.69 0.00 (CH3NH3)3Bi2I9
S.MABiI 2.81 1.15 2.48 0.61 (CH3NH3)3Bi2I8.9S0.1

Figure 3. (a) SEM image of a sulfur-doped S.MABiI film. (b) SEM
image of an undoped MABiI film. (c) EDS analysis of the sulfur-
doped S.MABiI and undoped MABiI layers. Layers were produced by
drop-casting on soda-lime glass.

Figure 4. (a) Kubelka−Munk (KM) transformed direct optical
transition reflectance spectra for the sulfur-doped S.MABiI and
undoped MABiI layers, compared with the photoluminescence (PL)
spectra; films are produced by drop-casting on soda-lime glass. (b)
UPS and (c) IPES spectra of the sulfur-doped S.MABiI and undoped
MABiI layers; films are produced by spin-casting on FTO-coated glass
(Spectra are plotted as a function of E − EF, where EF is the Fermi
energy).
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due to trap states (visible only in emission) most likely located
in the Bi2I93− clusters, and both excitons of the pristine and the
substituted compounds recombine at the same energy (1.77
eV). Moreover, it has been reported that the excitons at 450
and 375 nm are located in the Bi2I93− clusters with a lifetime in
the order of the nanoseconds. It has been suggested that a
small portion can tunnel through the CH3NH3

+ matrix, giving
rise to carrier multiplication.40 Besides, density functional
theory has been used to calculate the atomic structures of
chalcogenide substituted MABiI, finding out that S substitutes
I.44 Sun et al. also predicted the band gap shrinking, due to the
appearance of a significant dispersion at the conduction band
bottom.44 The bottom of the conduction band is mainly
composed of the Bi 6p states,42 which are responsible for the
dispersive conduction band edge, while the S 3p states mainly
contribute to the valence band.44

Therefore, the chalcogenide would not introduce new
energy states, since the radiative channel is the same. However,
since the lifetimes are long enough to allow delocalization in
the matrix, it is reasonable to assume that in S.MABiI the
intragap trap levels overlap with the energy levels of the
conduction band edge, thus favoring the band-to-band
transition. The optical bandgap is dominated by traps, as
indicated by the parasitic peaks of the PL, while the electronic
bandgap is strongly influenced by the substitution with the
chalcogenide, as suggested by the reduction of the Stokes shift.
To know more about the bandgap shrinking, UPS and IPES

were performed on 300 nm thin films deposited by spin-
coating on a conductive substrate (FTO-coated glass) to
minimize sample charging. The UPS and IPES characterization
results are shown in Figure 4b,c, respectively, for representative
MABiI and S.MABiI samples. Both samples show a similar line
shape. The position of the valence and conduction band edges
is determined according to the method reported elsewhere.45,46

The valence band maximum is found at about −1.0 eV relative
to the Fermi level for both samples, consistent with the results
reported in the literature,27 while the conduction band
minimum is found at about +2.0 and +1.6 eV relative to the
Fermi level for MABiI and S.MABiI, respectively, with the
conduction band onset shifted by 0.4 ± 0.2 eV toward lower
energies for the doped sample. Therefore, the MABiI
electronic bandgap is at least 0.7 eV larger than the optical
bandgap; i.e., it is heavily influenced by the formation of an
optical exciton upon light adsorption1,40,47 and shows a slight
contraction in S-doped samples, consistent with the results of
the optical characterization. The data are consistent with the
densities of states calculated for S.MABiI.44 Since the bottom
of the conduction band is mainly composed of Bi 6p states, the
bismuth interaction with sulfur in S.MABiI broadens the band
edge. Thus, the difference between the bandgaps of the two
compounds is to be attributed to the structural distortion
induced by the substitution of the 1.1% of the halide with the
chalcogenide.
Indeed, the sulfur inclusion reduced the electrical resistivity

by 2 orders of magnitude: the MABiI film exhibited a resistivity
of 2.2 GΩ m and S.MABiI 25 MΩ m (voltage versus current
reported in Figure S5). The conductivity enhancement could
be ascribed to the energy levels available in the dispersive
conduction band edge of S.MABiI,44 arising thanks to the
structure distortion induced by the chalcogenide substitution
of two iodine atoms. Therefore, the S inclusion offers new ways
for the charge to delocalize, by slightly distorting the structure.
The recorded data were corrected for the contact geometry

and channel length, since in highly resistive samples, the
contact geometry could invalidate the measurement.48

Accordingly, in the methods suggested by van Reenen and
Kemerink,48 correction factor was estimated to be 1.003. On
the other hand, a remarkably high thermal voltage has been
recorded. Figure 5a summarizes the data collected on both

samples, measuring the thermal voltage across some temper-
ature differences, ΔT, near 300 K. The thermal voltage, Vthermal,
(Figure 5b) was measured after the signal was stabilized to be
proportional to ΔT. This allowed us to extract thermal voltage
of 45.84 ± 1.63 mV K−1 in MABiI and 41.31 ± 1.74 mV K−1 in
S.MABiI near 300 K. The values calculated from the linear
fitting in Figure 5b, 49.97 ± 1.87 mV K−1 in MABiI and 45.03
± 1.78 mV K−1 in S.MABiI, were corrected, considering the
contact geometry and channel length impact on the calculation
(samples in Figure 5b, inset).48 The correction factor was
estimated to be 1.09. We applied the same slope method,49 in
the same geometry, on a p-type PEDOT:PSS thin-film (the
results presented in Figure S6). The calculated Seebeck
coefficient was +14.1 ± 0.4 μV K−1 near 300 K, a value in
line with the data reported in the literature for PEDOT:PSS
processed in a similar way.50 This thermal voltage cannot be
purely a Seebeck voltage as this is generally limited by the

Figure 5. (a) Measured Vthermal and temperature difference, ΔT,
between two carbon electrodes near 300 K. (b) Linear fitting of
Vthermal varying ΔT: the linear fit slope gives an uncorrected thermal
voltage of 45.03 ± 1.78 mV K−1 in S.MABiI and 49.97 ± 1.87 mV K−1

in MABiI (inset: samples’ picture), which was then corrected to
account for the contacts’ geometry. In both cases, films were
produced by drop-casting on soda-lime glass.
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relation Eg [eV] = 2e|S|max Tmax, where Eg is the band gap, Tmax
is the temperature at which the Seebeck coefficient is maximal,
and |S|max is the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient at Tmax.
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For a material like MABiI, with Eg ≈ 2 eV, this places a limit on
the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient of around 3 mV/K.
There can be deviations from this relation by a factor of ∼2,
but it is nonetheless clear that the measured thermal voltage is
not entirely thermoelectric. There is most likely a Soret
contribution as well since halide perovskites are well-known
mixed electron−ion conductors.52−54

Despite the large thermal voltage measured in this work and
the ultralow thermal conductivity reported elsewhere,24 the Bi-
based perovskite derivates are not ready for a thermoelectric
generator technology. Assuming a thermal voltage of 40 mV
K−1 and thermal conductivity of 0.20 W m−1 K−1, the MABiI
electrical conductivity should be increased by 9 orders of
magnitude to reach a zT of about 1 around room temperature.
The challenge is complex, requiring a better understanding of
how to increase doping efficiency, but the partial halide
substitution with chalcogens could provide one route to reach
the ambitious target. Unfortunately, the low solubility of the
bismuth precursors prevented control of the doping degree.
Besides, it has been reported that ionic compensation of point
defects could impact doping efficiency.16,55 On the other hand,
the 40 mV K−1 thermal voltage produced by MABiI and
S.MABiI can be exploited in thermoelectronics.49,56−59 Bi-
based perovskite derivates are also easily processable, scalable,
and cost-effective, and if MABiI and S.MABiI were employed
in thermoelectronics, they could allow the device to scale down
from millimeters to microns and deliver a thermal voltage
higher than that reported in conventional devices.59−68

Besides, low-dimensional perovskite derivates are increasingly
attracting the interest of applied research, thanks to the
possibility of exploiting the phenomena resulting from charge
confinement in bulk materials.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated a positive thermal voltage exceeding 40
mV K−1 in doped and undoped Bi-based perovskite derivates
(45.8 mV K−1 in MABiI and 41.3 mV K−1 in S.MABiI) near
300 K. We also showed that the sulfur substitution effectively
reduces the resistivity in MABiI, offering a new path to the
confined exciton to tunnel. A computational model to sustain
the findings and support the design of a strategy to fine control
the substitution amount could further improve the electrical
conductivity and, so, the thermopower, opening the way for
the implementation of Bi-based perovskite derivates in
thermoelectrics. In the meantime, thanks to the easy
processability, low-cost production, scalability, and above all,
the remarkable thermal voltage delivered per degree Kelvin,
the reported compounds could be revolutionary in thermo-
electronics. Still, a lot more has to be done to understand the
nature of the charge conduction and light emission in quasi-0D
perovskites. Before exploitation, understanding and control
should be reached. The findings reported here contribute to
understanding and aim to stimulate the discussion on how to
reach the control.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Materials. The bismuth(III) ethylxanthate, Bi(xt)3,

synthesis was carried out following a previously reported
method.25,26 First, bismuth(III) nitrate pentahydrate (Sigma-

Aldrich) was dispersed in deionized water to achieve a 0.13 M
suspension; then, HCl was slowly added until the solution
became clear; finally, a 2 M solution of potassium-O-
ethyldithiocarbonate (Merck Chemicals) in deionized water
was added under moderate stirring. Immediately, a yellow solid
precipitated. After 1 h of moderate stirring, the resulting
bismuth(III) ethylxanthate, Bi(xt)3, powder was filtered and
dried under a vacuum. 1H NMR (Figure S7) and 13C NMR
(Figure S8) are reported in the Supporting Information, and
they follow the reported literature.24 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3) δ 4.70 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 1.50 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H).
13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 226.04, 71.43, 13.96. The 1 M
precursor solutions were prepared in dimethylformamide,
DMF (anhydrous 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), by mixing 0.40 M
BiI3 (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.60 M CH3NH3I (99.9%,
Ossila) for undoped MABiI synthesis and 0.32 M BiI3, 0.03 M
Bi(xt)3, and 0.57 M CH3NH3I for S.MABiI. The entire
procedure was carried out in a nitrogen-filled glovebox: the
suspensions were left stirring overnight at 70 °C and filtered
through a 0.2 μm PVDF filter, and finally, the solutions were
stored in dark conditions.

4.2. Samples. Substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
with isopropyl alcohol for 10 min and treated in a UV ozone
system (Novascan PSD Pro Series − Digital UV Ozone
System) for 30 min. Drop-casted samples were produced in a
nitrogen-filled glovebox: 10 μL of precursor solution was
dropped on a 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm soda-lime glass substrate and
placed on a turned-off hot plate. After 90 s, the temperature
raised and stabilized at 75 °C, then at 100 °C, and finally at
125 °C for 15 min for each step. Samples were suddenly
cooled down, moving them on a cold surface. As reported in
the literature,69 a high vacuum treatment can remove the
unreacted methylammonium at the grain boundaries, so
MABiI and S.MABiI samples were left overnight under
vacuum (2.0 × 10−6 mBar). The drop-cast MABiI film
thickness was 3 μm, and the S.MABiI one was 3.5 μm. Spin-
coated samples were produced in a nitrogen-filled glovebox: 20
μL of precursor solution was dropped on a 1 cm × 1 cm
fluorine-doped tin oxide (TEC7, Pilkington FTO Glass)
coated glass and spun at 3500 rpm (RPM) for 45 s. Soon
afterward, the samples were placed on a hot plate at 125 °C
and left for 15 min. Samples were then moved to a cold surface
and left in a vacuum chamber at 2.0 × 10−6 mBar overnight.
The spin-coated MABiI film thickness was 300 nm, and for
S.MABiI, it was 320 nm. Electrical contacts were realized by
painting a perovskite-grade carbon paste (Dycotec DM-CAP-
4701S) with a 00-size paintbrush (Winsor and Newton) and
drying at 100 °C on a hot plate. PEDOT:PSS (PH1000 from
Heraeus) was spin-coated at 1000 rpm for 1 min on Cr(10
nm)/Au(90 nm) prepatterned glass substrates. The PE-
DOT:PSS sample was then annealed at 120 °C for 15 min
to remove all the residual solvent.

4.3. Characterization. 1H and 13C nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded on a Bruker NMR
spectrometer, Bruker Avance III 400, at 298 K. Chemical shifts
(δ) are reported in parts per million (ppm), using the residual
solvent peaks as the internal standard (for 1H NMR (δ):
CDCl3 7.26; for 13C NMR (δ): CDCl3 77.16).
Sample and contact thicknesses were measured with a

VEECO Dektak 8 Stylus Profiler.
The crystallographic structures of MABiI and S.MABiI were

observed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku Miniflex
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600 system (HyPix-400 MF 2D − HPAD; F.F tube: 15 mA, 40
kV; RS = 0.3 mm, DS/SS = 1.25°).
Raman spectra were recorded by a Jasco Ventuno μ-Raman

apparatus equipped with a Peltier-cooled charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera (working temperature: −50 °C) and a
He−Ne laser (wavelength: 633 nm).
2D-GIWAXS images were collected at the XRD1 beamline

of the ELETTRA synchrotron radiation facility in Trieste
(Italy). A Pilatus 2 M silicon pixel X-ray detector (DECTRIS
Ltd., Baden, Switzerland) was positioned perpendicular to the
incident beam 300 mm away from the sample (λ = 1.0 A and
beam size of 100 × 100 μm2). The X-ray beam grazing incident
angle was chosen αi = 0.3°, probing the full film thickness. The
visualization and analysis of the recorded 2D-GIWAXS images
were performed using the open software GIDVis suite of
programs.70

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data were collected
using a Thermo Scientific Nexsa Surface Analysis System; the
reported spectra were recorded using a 1 mm diameter spot
after etching with an ions cluster beam (8000 eV; cluster size
1000) three times for 20 s each.
The C, H, N, and S elemental composition in the thin films

was determined by using a Vario Micro CHNS Analyzer.
A Jasco V-770 UV−vis/NIR spectrophotometer fitted with a

60 mm UV−visible/NIR integrating sphere (Jasco FLH-740)
was used to measure the reflectance in the 300−1300 nm
spectral region.
Fluorescence microscopy analyses were performed at θ = 0°

on an inverted confocal microscope (ECLIPSE Ti, Nikon); the
excitation source was a white Mercury Lamp coupled with a set
of colored bandpass filters to select the excitation band
wavelengths. In all our experiments, the excitation was selected
to be centered at 485 nm, with a 25 nm width band. The
emission was cut by a dichroic mirror and a bandpass filter that
has a wavelength cutoff at 540 nm. The light was focused on
the film and collected by an oil-immersion objective of 100×
with a numerical aperture of 1.4. The circular light spot has a
diameter of roughly 30 μm. To record the fluorescence spectra,
the emitted light was focused on the slit of a Triax
monochromator (Horiba Scientific), dispersed by a 150-line
grating, and recorded by a cooled CMOS camera.
Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and isochro-

matic inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) were
performed in a custom-made ultrahigh vacuum spectrometer.
UV radiation for UPS was provided by a helium discharge
lamp (He I line, hν = 21.2 eV), and photoelectrons were
collected by a 150 mm hemispherical analyzer from Specs
GmbH. IPES was performed by sending low-energy electrons
on the sample from a GaAs photocathode and detecting 9.6 eV
photons.71 The overall full width at half-maximum resolution
of the spectrometer was about 50 (700) meV for UPS (IPES).
For these measurements, samples were transferred to the
spectrometer in a nitrogen-filled enclosure and swiftly inserted
into the vacuum system.
The thermoelectric response and electrical conductivity were

measured using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Keithley
4200-SCS) in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. A Keithley 2230-30-1
(triple channel DC power supply) was used to control the two
Peltier plates and apply the temperature gradient to the
sample. The applied temperature was evaluated by a
thermocouple, waiting for the value to be stable. I−V
measurements were performed during the nighttime in a
nitrogen-filled glovebox and dark conditions.

Morphology characterization and elemental analysis were
performed by Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dis-
persive Spectroscopy (SEM/EDS; ZEISS Sigma 500) at 15
keV.
Data analysis was performed through different software. XPS

surveys were analyzed using the Thermo Avantage v5.9911
software. Raman and the XPS high-resolution core-level data
were fitted with Gaussian−Lorentzian cross-product functions
using OriginPro 2020. The contact geometry was evaluated
using ImageJ. Vesta software has been used to draw the MABiI
crystal structure.
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